
- 

Hainan province, referred to 

as qiong, is the only tropical 

island province of the 

People's Republic of China.

- 

There are four famous 
dishes in hainan is Wencang 
Chicken, Jiaji Duck, Mud 
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Under unforseen circumstances the company and its associates agent has the rights to amend the itinerary as and when if necessary. *Airlines surcharges, YQ Tax & Airport Tax subject to change.

Compulsory Additional Tour: Nanshan three sides Guanyin+Buggy Ride = RM 200/ PAX 

4*Sanya Xinyijing Chan Yi Hotel or similar
Hainan Museum / Haichang Dream Ocean Night City / Sanya Eyes 
Ferris Wheel
Remarks: In case the “Eye Of Sanya Ferris Wheel” stops service, it 
will be replaced by joy theater o ying theater
Hainan Museum - It is a comprehensive modern museum in 
hainan pro ewelry hall)
Haichang Dream Ocean Night City - It is China's rst immer-

KUALA LUMPUR    HAIKOU - SANYA MOB/L/DDAY 1

 Is inhabited by the Li and Miao ethnic 

Sanya Phoenix Hill Park - Is located at the highest peak, head to 
Fenghuang Mountain, which overlooks the city's architectural 

SANYA+PHOENIX HILL PARK B/L/DDAY 2
4*Sanya Xinyijing Chan Yi Hotel or similar

Nanshan Culture Torism Zone - Is China's famous religious and 
fushou cultural scenic spot within the scenic area of the south 
mountain temple 33 guanyin hall at sea. O TOUR)
Dadong Sea - Dadonghai is a symbol of sanya and is rated as one 

SANYA+NANSHAN CULTURE TOURISM ZONE B/L/DDAY 3
4*Sanya Xinyijing Chan Yi Hotel or similar

HAIKOU   KUALA LUMPUR B/MOBDAY 5

5*Venus Hotel or similar

/ Panda House / Haikou arcaded streets
Tunchang Calture Park - Is a naturally formed narrow beach 
peninsula. It is also the world's narrowest beach peninsula 

.
Haikou arcaded streets - rcades are built all over the streets 
such as changdi road, zhongshan road, xinhua road, haikou. With 
a history of 700 years, they are famous historical and cultural 
stree

SANYA - HAIKOU B/L/-DAY 4
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4*Sanya Xinyijing Chan Yi Hotel or similar
Hainan Museum / Haichang Dream Ocean Night City / Sanya Eyes 
Ferris Wheel
Remarks: In case the “Eye Of Sanya Ferris Wheel” stops service, it will 
be replaced by joy theater or ying theater
Hainan Museum - It is a comprehensive modern museum in 
hainan province.
Haichang Dream Ocean Night City - It is China's rst immersive 

-

KUALA LUMPUR    HAIKOU - SANYADAY 1 MOB/L/D

HAIKOU    KUALA LUMPURDAY 4

Compulsory Additional Tour: Nanshan three sides Guanyin+Buggy Ride = RM 200/ PAX 

4*Sanya Xinyijing Chan Yi Hotel or similar
Nanshan Cultural Tourism Zone (Include Buggy) / Sanya Phoenix Hill 
Park (Inc. cable car)
Nanshan Culture Torism Zone - Nanshan cultural tourism area is 
China's famous religious and fushou cultural scenic spot within 
the scenic area of the south mountain temple 33 guanyin hall at 
sea. (ADDITIOANAL TOUR)
Sanya Phoenix Hill Park - Sanya Phoenix Hill Park is located at 
the highest peak in Sanya,head to Fenghuang Mountain, which 

SANYA+NANSHAN CULTURAL TOURISM ZONEDAY 2 B/L/D

High Speed Rail (2nd class) / Haikou arcaded streets

Sea Story -
people forget the dust disturbance, ripples of the heart; In the 

sea, spring blossoms, her name is the story of the sea.
Haikou arcaded streets - haikou city is one of the most charac-

SANYA - BOAO - QIONGHAI     HAIKOUDAY 3 B/L/-

5*Venus Hotel or similar



It is China's rst immersive marine-themed 
-
- ancient culture peculiar amorous feelings 

coconut wind fragrance mysterious nuo gu small 
hammer jing ve tourist areas and a happy 
miao song and dance performance.

As the only tropical ocean province in China, hainan boasts 

rich customs, and a special economic zone that is open to the 
outside world. As a result, hainan's cuisine is characterized by 
freshness, naturalness, strangeness and richness.

- 
- 

- 

- Lobster & Abalone Seafood

- Mud Crab

- Chili Fish Head

- 

All hotel special upgrade 

stay at 4+5 star clearn and 

comfort Hotel.

 FORM
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Flight Details OD614 K KUL 1305-1640

Tour Include tax, Group VIS , In- ht dining

original taste to travel to hainan, especially to eat 
seafood, sh meat tender taste fresh, for the feast 
preferred; All kinds of shrimp, such as shrimp, 
prawns, lobster
abalone, scallop, chicken leg, snails, scissors and 

are also must-eat treasures.


